
  Baby Doll Betty's Bed Instructions:
1. Hoop one layer of stabilizer.

Stitch first color (carrier placement outline).

Cover outline completely with a 6x8" piece of felt so top short edge of felt is even with top short 
edge of carrier outline and entire design is completely covered.

Stitch second color to secure.

2. Stitch third color (pillow fabric placement outline).

Cover outline completely with a piece of fabric.

3.  Stitch fourth color to secure.

Trim fabric close to stitching line.

Stitch fifth color (pillow satin stitching).

Stitch sixth color (heart).

4. Stitch 7th color (bed pocket fabric placement outline).

Cut a 6x10" piece of fabric and fold in half and press so it is 6x5".

Place folded fabric on top of bed pocket so folded edge is even with top straight edge of pocket 
outline and remainder of outline is completely covered.

IMPORTANT:  Tape entire folded edge in place to presser foot does not become entangled in 
future steps.

Stitch 8th color to secure.

Trim fabric closely to outline stitching.

Stitch 9th color (bed pocket satin stitching).

5.  Cut a 36" piece of 7/8" ribbon for strap. Place one end of ribbon approximately 1/2" from top 
of left hand side of design so approximately 1/2" of cut edge extends outside design and 

remainder is inside design area.  Tape in place.  Place other end of ribbon approximately 1/2" 
from top of right hand side of design so approximately 1/2" of cut edge extends outside design.  

Tape in place.

Stitch 10th color to secure.

 Cover design completely with a second piece of felt so top edge is even with top edge of 
previously placed felt and ribbon strap is inside design area between the two pieces of felt.



Stitch 11th color to secure.

Remove from hoop. Trim around perimeter of design close to stitching and remove excess 
stabilizer from carrier opening. Turn right side out.

You're finished!


